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KICKSHAWS 
Two from the Letterer 
(1) SCENT-CENT-SENT (2) WHERE-HERE-WERE [Rich Lederer] 
I, Rebus
 
"B, U, T" lies in the I of the bee-holder. [Jim Puder]
 
Anger, Languor, Clangor, Hangar, ?
 
The fourth English word that rhymes with anger is angor, which one dictionary defines
 
as "great anxiety accompanied by painful constriction of the upper part of the belly."
 
Missing for some reason from Webster's Third, angor may be found in the Random
 
House unabridged dictionary, among others.
 
[Jim Puder] 
Name that Distinction 
Half of the words in the list complete common colloquial expressions when preceded by 
"in the," and the other half do so when preceded by "on the"; "in the bag," "on the ball," 
etc. 
[Jim Puder] 
Albuquerque Words Steve Kahan 
(a) 6 ABRACADABRA 
(b) 28 ANTISEMITISM 
(c) 1 BLACKJACK 
(d) 12 CARELESSNESS 
(e) 8 DEFICIENCIES 
(f) 22 DOWNTOWN 
(g) 30 UNDERGROUND 
(h) 16 INGESTING 
( i) 4 GRANDSTAND 
(j) 14 HIGHLIGHT 
(k) 27 INTERPRETER 
( 1) 18 IONIZATION 
(m) 3 AMALGAMATE 
(n) 23 PHILOSOPHIZE 
(0) 29 TORMENTOR 
(p) 2 MAINTAIN 
(q) 7 CHINCHILLA 
(r) 20 POTSHOTS 
(s) 5 RATIONALIZATION 
83 
(t) 11 SEVEN IEENTH 
(u) 24 PHOSPHORUS 
(v) 9 COUSCOUS 
(w) 13 TESTIEST 
(x) 25 RESTORES 
(y) 17 INSULINS 
The impostors are 10, 15, 19,21, and 26. 
What's In? A Name! Steve Kahan 
ColumnA CotumnB 
1. acROSS 1. baccHANAl 
2. apRICOt 2. carDINAl 
3. brANDY 3. chaIRMAn 
4. clERIC 4. deCORAte 
5. comPETEnt 5. diarRHEA 
6. contrIVANce 6. falLACY 
7. custOMARy 7. finALLY 
8. dEARLy 8. finGERTip 
9. ePAULet 9. flABBY 
10. egOTISt 10. hosTESS 
11. CLEMency 11. CEILing 
12. BARTender 12. BETHink 
13. fLYLEaf 13. inTERIor 
14. griEVANce 14. kNELLed 
15. LARYnx 15. mEDIEval 
16. orpHANS 16. oriGINAl 
17. GENEral 17. ortHOPEdic 
18. reMARKable 18. paLISAde 
19. sinGLENess 19. patRONAge 
20. somerSAULt 20. peDALEd 
21. stagNATE 21. pROSAic 
22. tHANKless 22. prejUDIce 
23. MORTuary 23. pLENAry 
24. vIGORous 24. savANNA 
25. WALTzing 25. steERINg 
